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ABSTRACT 

The paper discusses a simulation technique for switching 
system control investigations which is characterized by 
specific simplifications in the traffic model. All call 
attempts are broken down into independent "subcalls" like 
PRESELECTION, SELECTION, ANSWER, RELEASE; dialing and 
signaling are represented as independent stochastic 
processes. 

The generally applicable modeling principles for SPC
type control systems, based on the subcall-type traffic 
model, are being described, taking the METACONTA medium 
size local switching system as a reference system. Advan
tages, drawbacks and application range of the subcall
type simulation technique are being discussed. 

Typical simulation results are presented for a 20 000 
line METACONTA exchange under normal load and two over
load conditions that are described by call mixes. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Prediction of stored program control (SPC) system perform
ance under various traffic and system conditions is one 
of the major problems to be solved by traffic engineering. 
Related traffic studies may pursue a variety of objec
tives: 

- Support to system hardware and software design, se
lecting most effective call treatment strategy. 

- Determination of maximum call handling capacity, i.e. 
maximum call throughput of the SPC system, taking 
into account various traffic parameters describing the 
particular traffic conditions of the exchange. 

- Determination of nominal call handling capacity in 
compliance with grade of service specifications 
(system dimensioning information). 

- Investigation of the system behavior under long-term 
overload conditions, selection of effective overload 
control strategies. 

- Check system reaction to short-term traffic peaks, 
transitions, etc. 

All these studies must be performed during particular 
phases of the hardware and software development. It is 
essential to 'know in advance the system1s behavior under 
any conceivable site conditions, even in abnormal situ
ations. 

Because of the complexity of the systems and the variety 
of anticipated results, SPC-type common control traffic 
studies, as they are being performed nowadays, are in 
most cases based on simulations. The techniques used in 
ITT can be roughly classified as follows: 

- Approximate calculation methods: Very simplifying 
assumptions are made and the kinds of results which can 
be obtained are rather restricted. Even when queueing 
theory approaches are applied [1] to study SPC systems, 
many simplifying assumptions must be introduced. 

- Load-type simulation: The load at different priority 
levels in the processors is precisely simulated, the 
sequence of action requests to the control generated 
by calls is assumed to be a call independent input 
process. Therefore, the kinds of results which can be 
obtained are restricted . 

- Subcall-type simulation: Call attempts are broken down 
into separate "subcalls ll (e.g .. PRESELECTION. SELEr.TION, 
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ANSWER, RELEASE); detailed simulation of subcalls which 
arrive according to a random input process. Application 
range limited to steady state traffic conditions. 

- Call-type simulation: Oetailed modeling of call attempts 
in all phases, including dialing and signaling. This 
model is applicable to any traffic conditions. 

- Environment traffic simulation [2, 3J: The system pro
cessors are working on-line whereas the peripheral 
control devices, the switching network and its terminals, 
as well as the traffic (in total the "environment") are 
simulated by an additional processor. 

It is obvious that the application of the above methods 
or techniques depends on the state of system development 
and on the objectives of the control study. The degree of 
detail and fidelity of the traffic and system models is, 
in any case, a compromise between effort spent (modeling. 
programinq. computer time, etc.) and of both the required 
accuracy of the results and the range of application of 
the technique (e.g. the simulation program). 

This paper describes the subcall-type simulation which, 
for a certain range of problems, proved an adequate and 
convenient simulation technique as will be shown later. 
The method was developed during the processor study for 
a local switching system of the METACONTA family and it 
led to a computer program that is operational since sever
al years and has produced many useful results. 

The presentation of the generally applicable simplified 
traffic model is followed by a description of the proce
dure for adequately modeling the hardware and software of 
the SPC-type common control. Simulation results obtained 
for a METACONTA local exchange are presented under as
pects of general interest. Finally, some comments are made 
concerning the effectiveness and validity of the subcall
type simulation technique. 

2. SIMPLIFIED TRAFFIC MODEL 

Common control investigations require a detailed traffic 
model that takes into account subscriber behavior as well 
as the characteristics of those parts of the switching 
system that are not represented in the system model. 
General aspects of a corresponding traffic model and the 
justification of some of the basic assumptions are con
ta i ned in [tfl . 

I nterna 1 calls Outr.oi nq call s ! Incomi nQ C311 5 

T~s of call attempts at line circuits at line c i rt:uits I at ilc tru n~s 

" h [s] % I h (s1 

Calls withcut d1ali r.g 10 3.5 10 3.5 
--

Calls with fnc:ompi . dial1ng 5 8.0 5 8.0 

810cl(ing in own exch3nge 5 19.0 2 19.0 
-- - --- -

Blocldn~ in other exchange - - 3 19_0 

Cdlec slJbscriber busy I 15 19 .0 15 19.0 
1------ ---.---- -- -----r--t Ca 11E:d sl;bsc . no an5~ler 5 55 .0 5 . ...:~.O 

Calls with convenation 60 150.0 60 I 150 _0 

Toh 1 and average 100 97.3 100 97.3 

~ Typiral call mixes for nOI'/;'41 load and rotary d i aHng. 

h: average call attempt holding ti:nl: 

~ h (s1 

- -
3 2.0 

2 9.0 
--•. -

19 9.0 

6 49.0 

70 144.0 

100 105.7 
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Assuming steady state traffic conditions in the exchange 
and the trunk groups network, the following basic assump
tions can be made: 

- Poisson input process for originating and incoming call 
attempt arrivals. 

- The traffic situation in the exchange and its environ
ment can be described by the number of call attempts 
and the corresponding call mixes for internal, outgoing, 
incoming, and - if applicable - transit traffic. Table 1 
shows typical call mixes. 

- Traffic overload situations - so long as the steady 
state condition applies - are described by call mixes; 
the call attempt arrivals are still being assumed to 
follow approximately the Poisson input process [4]. 

Each call attempt initiates a sequence of subscriber 
dependent events as shown in Fig. 1 for a successful 
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internal call (with conversation). Without for the time 
being considering the dialing phase, we can note and 
state: 

- After detecting off-hook condition, PRESELECTION starts: 
It comprises a sequence of system dependent action 
requests to the control in order to connect a receiver 
and to return dial tone (say, 200 ms response time). 

- After dia1ing (subscriber dependent), SELECTION takes 
place: It results in a sequence of system dependent 
action requests to establish a connection to the called 
subscriber and to send ringing signal (say, 500 ms 
response time for time-out, last digit handling and 
through-connection). 

- Off-hook state of a called subscriber causes the sub
scriber dependent event ANSWER: A sequence of action 
requests in order to start the conversation phase (say, 
70 ms response time). 

- On-hook of both subscribers at the end of the conversa
tion initiates RELEASE : A sequence of system dependent 
action requests to release the connection and update the 
state of the subscribers involved (say, 300 ms response 
time) . 

Summing up, it can be seen that four subscriber dependent 
events - termed SUBCALLS - are separated by varying time 
intervals of rather long mean lengths compared to the 
response times for treating these events. This conclusion 
leads to the first of two basic simplifying assumptions 
for the subcall-type simulation model: The time correla
tion between the subcalls of each call attempt is neg
lected, i.e. the input of independent call attempts admin
istered by a Poisson process is replaced by a Poisson in
put process of independent subcalls. A relatively large 
number of different subca11 types must be considered in 
order to precisely represent all types of call attempt. 

The second basic simplifying assumption for the subcall
type simulation - partly covered by the first one - re
lates to the dialing and signaling phases of call attempts. 
The action requests to the control caused by treating the 
dialing pulses (or pushbutton signals), and the inter
change of signaling messages between exchanges are assumed 
to be an independent stochastic process. "Independent" in 
this case means that the number of action requests to the 
processors does not vary in correlation with the number of 
directly preceding PRESELECTION subcalls; it does vary 
independently, however. according to a distribution func
tion with a precisely predetermined average number of 
action requests per program execution. 
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Subcall-type simulation based on drastic simplifications 
in the traffic model must be considered a simplified 
method offering many advantages, but also involving some 
drawbacks. The dustification of such model is that it is 
able to solve many major problems, because most of the 
required results are related to subcalls (e.g. dial tone 
delay, post-dialing delay) and not to whole calls. For 
instance, the very important problem of determining the 
maximum or nominal call handling capacity of an SPC system 
under normal load or usual overload conditions (steady 
state condition, no drastic overload control action), in 
particular application cases, is a typical problem which 
can be solved by subcall-type simulation. 

The advantages of the subcall-type simulation, compared 
with more complex techniques, are of a very practical 
nature, they turn out to be the simplification of the 
simulation program (fewer statements, less storage capac
ity), the reduction of the cost of simulation runs, and 
the flexibility of the program to changes of different 
type. The principal reasons for these advantages are: 

Call attempts need not be maintained in the simulator 
for 100 seconds real time on the average; indeed, they 
appear up to four times as subcalls, but for only very 
short periods. 
Dialing and signaling causes a very large number of 
action requests to the processors in reality. In subcall
simulation, only processing times for particular opera
tional programs are being generated according to the 
distribution function mentioned above. This saves consi
derable computer time and simplifies the simulation pro
gram. 

- The transitional period at the beginning of a simulation 
is very short because all subcal1 types as well as the 
dialing and signaling processing times are being gener
ated from the very beginning. The transitional period 
lasts only some ten seconds real time, and it may be 
neglected. Table 2 shows the evolution of occupancy 
figures with progressing time and a mean waiting time 
as measured during a simulation run. 

Reil ' t ime in s .. 3.5 7.0 10.5 21.0 

Total 0.720 0.731 0.742 0.748 

Processor Clock- 0.403 0.403 0.404 0.403 
occupancy le\'d 

in erlangs TMO- 0.169 0.179 0.190 0.196 level 

Base- 0.147 0.140 0 .148 0.149 level 

Total 0.221 0.237 0.251 0 .256 
HOC occup. 

(average Bl ind 0.035 0.037 0.040 0.040 
of 10 ~IDCs) occup. 

Waiting 
time in 12.3 10.4 12.0 11.3 
ms 

Table 2 Evolution of some occupancy figures and the mean 
waiting time 1n front of "1OC with progressing t lm2, 
starting at time zero with empty system. 

70.0 350.0 

0.744 0.745 

0.403 0.402 

' 0.194 0.196 

0.147 0.14i. 

0.249 0.248 

0.039 0.040 

13.4 14.0 

Every simplification entails some drawbacks which limit 
the application range of a method. Drawbacks of the sub
call-type simulation, compared with the call-type model, 
involve two different areas: 

- Due to the fact that the dialing and signaling phases 
are not represented by their time intervals, the traffic 
dependent memory (call buffers) cannot be simulated in 
a realistic manner and, therefore, ;s not taken into 
account. Hence, memory dimensioning cannot be supported 
by simulation results. 

- From the traffic viewpoint, the subcall concept is 
applicable so long as the system works in steady state 
and the random process of call arrivals is not manip
ulated by overload control actions, as for example by 
limiting the number of new calls accepted during pre
determined periods of time. In such case or as a result 
of other time dependent changes in the call arrival 
intensity, the assumption of independence of subcalls is 
no longer valid and the treatment of dialing and signal-
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ing as an independent process is not permissible. As a 
consequence - and this is the drawback - studies concerninq 
e.g. the resistance of the system to short-term traffic 
peaks, or the system behavior during transitions, and 
investigations of some overload control strategies can
not be performed with the subcall-type traffic model . 

3. STORED PROGRAM CONTROL MODELING 

The generally applicable principles of modeling SPC 
systems for subcall-type simulations shall be described. 
but a better understanding is possible if we refer to a 
particular system. A local switching system of the META
CONTA family [5] is chosen here as a reference system 
because it has been investigated by subcall-type simula
tions and the results presented in the next section refer 
to this system. However, the principles of modeling are 
applicable to any SPC system. 

The considered METACONTA local switching system is charac
terized by its up to 15 network modules serving 2000 lines 
each. a corresponding number of junctors, trunks, senders. 
and receivers as well as link groups to interconnect the 
network modules. Each network module has its duplicated 
marker/driver circuit MDC, which is involved in path 
search, marking and driving. Interoperation of MnCs is 
necessary if intermodular connections must be established. 
The central control consists of two processors (ITT 1600) 
working in duplex mode with load sharing, i.e. the proc
essors scan the periphery - staggered in time - for new 
call detection, so that each of them detects statistically 
about half of the calls which it then treats as required, 
merely informing the other processor through interproc
essor messages (interprocessor communication: IPC) of the 
state of call establiShment and-other important data. nue 
to the load sharing principle, both simplex and duplex 
operation of the control must be investigated. The 
difference in occupancy and capacity is discussed in the 
following section. 

Fig. 2 outlines the SPC system subcall-type simulation 
model for a METACONTA local exchange. Processors and 
peripheral control devices (MDCs) must be represented in 
detail, including the mode of interoperation. Modeling of 
the switching network is essential because of call detec
tion time (e.g. a particular line is being scanned every 
224 ms), path search time, blocked calls, and last but not 
least because of processing time spent for scanning the 
periphery (overhead). In the subcall-type model, detailed 
representation of the switching network could be avoided. 

Instead, it can be represented as follows by: 

- a mathematical procedure to determine at random the call 
detection time, 

- some tables specifying path search time distributions 
(deduced for example by environmental simulations [3]), 

- allocating at random predetermined waiting times to the 
subcalls PRESELECTION, 

- blocked calls arriving at random with predetermined 
probabilities (according to call mixes), and 

- calculating the processing time for each scanning pro
gram in accordance with network size and device group 
sizes. 

As shown in Fig. 2. both processors as well as the real 
number of MDCs are represented individually. Program 
execution times in the processors and operation times of 
the MDCs are simulated time-true, and interoperation of the 
processors and MDCs is like in the real system. 

All that then remains to he modeled is the software struc
ture and the software package itself. With some minor 
simplifications. the software structure is characterized 
by four priority levels. Starting with the highest priorit¥. 
these are: 

- IPC level (interprocessor communication): The processor 
obliged to treat an IPC output interrupts the other 
processor via an interprocessor link (IPL) forcing it to 
handle, with highest priority, the IPC message as IPC 
input. 

- Clock level: Every 14 ms clock level execution starts in 
both processors, but staggered by 7 ms relative to each 
other (see Fig. 3); scanning and other important opera
tions are carried out. 

- TMn level (tester/marker/driver): Path search, marking. 
and driving are carried out in cooperation with MDCs, 
which perform their work in the periphery asynchronously 
after having received instructions during a synchronous 
operation time with a processor. In order not to inter
fere with each other. the processors are permitted to 
start new TMD jobs only during alternate 7 ms time inter
vals (see Fig. 3). 

- Base level: Many different kinds of programs are assem
bled in base level. In the simulation model, for simpli
fication purposes a distinction is being made only 
between call handling and on-line test programs. A base 
level monitor schedules those base level programs that 
must be executed after a particular clock interrupt. If 
due to the lack of processing time all or some base level ' 
programs cannot run, treatment is postponed until next 
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clock interrupts 

f.!i2 Execution of rriority levels in both proces :.ors including 

stagqered clock intel"rupts, [PC level not represented. 

clock interrupt. The base level is modeled in minute 
detail because its performance at the lowest priority 
level is most interesting, especially in cases of high 
processor occupancies. 

The processing times for treating action requests in the 
processors are determined by the software package, and the 
action requests are initiated by subcalls, which in turn 
are generated by subscribers and are modeled as a steady 
state Poisson input process. In the case of subcall-type 
simulation, the processors' work can be broken down into 
four basic categories: 

- Overhead: Scanning of peripheral devices and some parts 
of the memory (e.g. call buffers) according to predeter
mined schedules is independent of traffic. The exchange 
size (size of device groups) determines the constant 
processing times of the operational programs involved. 

- Dialing and signaling: In the subcall-type model, 
dialing and signaling are simulated as independent sto
chastic processes. The average amount of work to be 
performed by the operational programs is deduced from 
the traffic parameters (number of call attempts, number 
of digits) and from the signaling techniques used. The 
variation of the number of action requests per clock 
interrupt has been studied separately, and it is 
implemented in the simulation by a predetermined distri
bution function. 

- Call forwarding and interprocessor communication: Traffic 
parameters (number of call attempts, corresponding call 
mixes, etc.) determine the number of subcalls of each 
type. The input process of subcalls is generated by 
pseudo-random numbers and their allocation to subcall 
types (about 40) is effected by a special roulette. The 
action requests per subcall type are specified in sub
call event lists which give all necessary information 
for subcall handling (see Table 3). The first action 

Prio- Pro- ,Process- I PC treatment HOC 
rity grall' ing time output input time Remarks 
level no. liS liS liS ms 

C 4 411 248 293 - call detection 

B 11 TSl - - - new call handling 

T 50 PSI - - x path search 

T 663 248 204 X 21 marking 

T 667 248 263 x 16 marking 

T 248 189 x 2nd IPC message 

T 630 248 202 x end of job, request 
for check 

C 5 424 - - - check 1 ine circuit, 
feeding, dial tone 

TSl variable time for searching in abnomal line table 

PSI variable time for path search line to receiver 

(TSl and PSI at random from tables) 
processor and I'I>C work synchronously 

X 21 after synchronous work MOC treats job asynchronously for 21 ms 

Table 3 Subcall event list for PRESF.LECTION originating call attempt 
without waitfng. 
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request of the subcall event list is put into the queue 
of the corresponding operational program (see Fig. 2) 
immediately upon subcall arrival; after it has been 
treated, the next action request is read from the list 
and put into the corresponding queue, etc. This way, 
subcalls are being handled automatically in compliance 
with the state of occupancy in the processors and the 
peripheral control devices. Most of the IPC messages are 
initiated by subcalls, only very few during on-line test 
treatment; hence, all of them are considered to belong 
to this category of processor work. 

- On-line tests: On-line tests initiated in clock or base 
level according to fixed schedules are treated according 
to on-line test event lists, in principle in the same 
way as subca 11 s. 

Part of the traffic flow in the processors is static 
(overhead and on-line tests), the work being predetermined 
by the software package and carried out according to 
priority and interrupt rules so long as there is suffi
cient processing time left. The other part of the traffic 
flow is dynamic (dialing/signaling and call forwarding), 
and it is initiated by two random processes representing 
subscriber actions. 

Many very detailed system characteristics have to be taken 
into consideration if they are influencing the control 
behavior. This is obvious and need not be discussed here, 
since only the modeling principles are of interest. 

4. RESULTS OF METACONTA CONTROL SUBCALL-TVPE SIMULATIONS 

Subcall-type simulation has been chosen as the appropriate 
technique for investigating the control of the METACONTA 
medium size local switching system in accordance with the 
objectives of the study, namely determination of call hand
ling capacity assuming normal load and usual overload 
situations against grade of service specifications, and 
further easy adaptation of the simulation program to 
various application site conditions. 

The simulation program was developed in close cooperation 
with software experts for both the duplex and simplex 
operation modes. Both cases are of interest because of the 
load sharing principle applied in duplex. Many statistics 
are being taken during simulation runs in order to verify 
the system's performance from various points of view. The 
program is written in FORTRAN IV, and simulation runs are 
being performed on an IBM 370/155 computer. Running time 
(CPU time) of simplex simulations at maximum load level 
is about the same as the simulated real time, whereas in 
duplex ooeration it is about 2.5 times longer. 

The input data for each simulation run must be carefully 
assembled in compliance with a complete set of traffic 
data and the environment of the particular exchange (sig
naling technique, number of digits dialed and received, 
etc~. A specific procedure has been set out for this task. 
The most important parameters are the number of busy hour 
call attempts (BHCA) per traffic category and the call 
mixes describing the traffic situation in the exchange [4J. 

From the great number of results, a small portion only is 
shown here. They refer to a 20 ODD-line exchange with 
0.115 Erl traffic per line, about 20 % internal traffic 
rotary dialing, and MF signaling from and to other ex
changes. The corresponding number of BHCA assuming call 
mixes according to Table 1 (normal load) is 77 700 BHCA. 
Starting with this normal load case, two overload condi
tions were specified for the same exchange: 

- 10 % increase of "fresh" traffic causes a traffic 
situation which is described by the call mixes given 
in Table 4, and results in 100 455 BHCA (an increase 
of 29.3 % because of many call repetitions) 

- a 20 % "fresh" traffic increase ;s described by the 
call miKes of Table 5 and results in 124 170 BHCA 
(an increase of 59.S %). 

Fig. 4 shows the breakdown of processor occupancies in 
four simulation runs: 

1) Simplex operation, 77 700 BHCA (normal load): 
The processor worked without problems at 90 % occupancy 
level and with no calls being mistreated. This case may 
be considered to represent almost the upper capacity 
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Interna 1 calls Outgoing call 5 I ncomi ng ca 11 5 
Types of call attempts at 1 i ne ci rcuits at line circuits at i/c trunks 

% I h [5] t I h (s) % I h [sl 
I 

Ca 11 s without dial i ng 7 3 .5 7 3.5 - -
Calls with incoltpl. dial ing 4 B.O 4 B.O 3 2.0 

Blocking in own exchange 24 19.0 10 19.0 10 9.0 

Blocking in other exchange - - 16 19.0 - ---
Called subscriber busy 12 19.0 12 19.0 17 9.0 

Called subsc. no answer 3 55.0 3 55.0 5 .+~~_" 
Calls with conversation 50 150.0 4B 150.0 65 I 144.0 

Tota I and average 100 84.1 100 B1.4 100 9B.5 

Typical call mixes for 10 % overload and rotary dailing 
(10 % more "fresh" traffic, 30 % more call attempts). 

h: average call attempt holding time 

Interna 1 calls Outgoing ca lis Incoming calls 
Types of call attempts at line circuits at line circuits at ilc tNnks 

S h [s] S h Cs) S I h [s) 

Calls '",ith<lut dial ing 6 3.5 6 3.5 - I -
Calls with incompl. dialing 3 B.O 4 B.O 3 2.0 

Blcd~ng in own exchange 33 19.0 13 19.0 18 t--:.o 
--

Blocking in other exchange - - 20 19.0 -
Ca 11 ed subscri ber bu sy 11 19.0 10 19.0 15 9.0 

Called subsc. no answer 3 55.0 3 55.0 4 49.0 
... ~--

Calls with conversation 44 150.0 44 150.0 60 144.0 

Tota 1 and average 100 76.5 100 76.4 100 
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limit, although a simulation at 95 % occupancy level 
showed quite good results. 

2) Duplex operation, 77 700 BHCA (normal load): 
The overhead is almost the same in each processor 
(merely the line scanning rate is reduced); call proc
essing is carried out by the two processors using the 
load sharing principle; interprocessor communi,cation 
is an additional task in duplex operation; on-line tests 
(low priority) are performed more frequently compared 
to simplex operation. 

3) Duplex operation, 100 455 BHCA (10 % overload, 30 % more 
call attempts): Overhead is exactly the same as in the 
previous case (no hardware changes in the exchange). As 
can be seen, there is still spare capacity available. 

4) Duplex operation,124 170 BHCA (20 % overload, 60 % more 
call attempts): In this case, about the same occupancy 
level is reached as in Case 1, and again correct work
ing of the processors could be observed. 

As an example for the different types of statistics imple
mented in the simulation, Fig. 5 shows the cycle lengths 
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~ Distribution of actual cycle lengths of ~ase 
level 'program 86 measured in clock interrupts 
(every 14 ms). Simulation results for 77 700 
BHCA ,in simplex operation. 

distribution of the base level program B6, which is 
responsible for some time measurements. B6 is scheduled 
in the base level monitor each 6th "clock"; if B6 execu
tion is delayed by more than 4 "clocks", some action must 
be taken because digits may be mistreated. Fig. 5 demon
strates good performance at 90 % occupancy level in 
simplex operation . 

From the traffic engineering point of view, the capacity 
of MDCs is also of major significance, in particular real 
and blind occupancies as well as queueing behavior. The 
term blind occupancy denotes the time ratio a free MDC 
cannot start working because it has to wait for the 
processor or another MDC. Table 6 gives some results of 
this type for the four simulated cases. The mean waiting 
time increased remarkably in the extreme overload case 
and this leads to longer dial tone delays and post-dialin~ 
delays (see Tables 7 and 8), but this is still acceptable 
in accordance with the degraded overload grade of service 
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Marker/driver Normal load Overload duplex 
circuits MDC 77700 BHCA 100455 124170 

Simplex Dupl ex BHCA BHCA 

Average real 0.343 0.342 0.425 0.514 occupancy blind 0.089 0.095 0.125 0.199 in 
erlangs total 0.432 0.437 0.550 0.713 

Mean waiting time 29.3 ms 21,9 ms 37.2 ms 83.6 ms in MDC queue 

Table 6 Simulation results concerning the marker/driver 
circuits (MDC). 

specification. Both, processors and MDCs are approaching 
their maximum capacity. 

Tables 7 and 8 present results which are of interest with 

Dial tone Normal load Overload duplex 
delay 77700 BHCA 100455 124170 

Simplex Dupl ex BHCA BHCA 

Average 234 ms 204 ms 229 ms 299 ms 
P (> 0.25 s) 0.350 0.276 0.366 0.551 
P (> 0.50 s) 0.029 0.010 0.025 0.105 
P (> 0.75 s) 0.010 0.001 0.002 0.024 

Tabl e 7 Dial tone delay caused by central control in 
normal load at maxium simplex capacity level 
and in two overload cases. 

Post-dialing Norma 1 load Overload duplex 
delay 77700 BHCA 100455 124170 

Simplex Duplex BHCA BHCA 

Average 549 ms 518 ms 583 ms 754 ms 
P (> 0.4 s) 0.931 0.928 0.936 0.942 
P (> 0.7 s) 0.122 0.065 0.184 0.442 
P (> 1.0 s) 0.011 0.004 0.023 0.188 

Tabl e 8 Post-dialing delay for internal calls in normal 
load case at maximum simplex capacity level and 
in two overload cases. 

respect to the grade of service provided by the control 
system. Average delays and three values of the distribu
tions for dial tone delay and post-dialing delay are 
presented. Changing from simplex to duplex operation, the 
delays improve only slightly because there are MDCs in
volved which in both operation modes cause the greater 
part of the delays. 

As the presented simulation results demonstrate, the load 
sharing principle - applied in all METACONTA versions -
provides a considerable spare capacity in duplex operation, 
which can be utilized in overload situations before tak
ing drastic overload control action. Summarizing generous
ly, it can be stated that in the considered case (traffic 
and switching environment) the METACONTA medium local SPC 
control provides 

- a nominal capacity of 75 000 BHCA 
(simplex capacity meeting a certain grade of service 
specification) and 

- a maximum capacity of 120 000 BHCA, i.e. 60 % spare 
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capaci ty 
(duplex capacity in overload situation meeting a certain 
overload grade of service specification, while calls 
are still correctly treated without activating overload 
control). 

Many other simulation results obtained could be of inter
es~, b~t they would be beyond the scope of this paper, 
Wh1Ch 1ntended to outline the subcall-type simulation 
technique. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

T~e exp~rien:e gained i~ se~era~ years of subcall-type 
s1mulat10ns 1S very sat1sfY1ng 1nasmuch as simulation 
programs of this type proved to be rather handy tools for 
investigating such complex systems as SPC-type central 
controls, taking into account a variety of traffic para
meter~ that ~e~list~cally describe all steady state 
tra~f1c cond1t10ns 1n the exchange. The restricted appli
cat1?n rang~ of the ~ubcall-type model, as pointed out in 
sectl?n 2, l~ th~ pr~ce to be paid for using a simulation 
technlque WhlCh 1S s1mple to apply, delivers many useful 
results within a short period of time, and does not cost 
much CPU time. The simulation program is even flexible 
enough to be applied for verifying system behavior under 
particular site conditions, if customers are interested. 

• 

The subcall event lists proved to be a very expedient ' 
~eans to model the software package, to verify the model- • 
1ng by ~oftware ~ngineers, and to implement changes in 
these llStS (sem1permanent input data). 

Treating the dialing and signaling as independent pro
cesses,has the advantage of allowing easy introduction of 
any s~gnaling.technique - e~en m~xtures of signaling 
technlques - lf the processlng tlmes for the involved 
programs are known. 

Many other, especially non-steady-state SPC-type central 
control problems may require more detailed modeling which 
leads to o~her, more sophisticated techniques like the 
above mentloned call-type and environment traffic simula
tions [3]. Dependinq on the objective of a study the 
appropriate technique must be chosen. ' 
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